PATHFINDER: TRIANGLE SHIRTWAIST FACTORY FIRE (updated 1-2018)

- Newspaper article format:
  
  (In school copy and paste all links into Chrome.)

- PCSD ONLINE RESOURCES (aka THE PORTAL):

  (PKMS HOME PG > STUDENT RESOURCES > PKMS LIBRARY > ONLINE RESOURCES)

  Recommended Portal Resources:
  
  o Research in Context
  o History Reference Center
  o Middle Search Plus (select full text box, lower left)
  o Infotrac Newsstand

- WEB SOURCES:

  www.history.com (overview)

  https://www.osha.gov/oas/trianglefactoryfire.html (overview; many links including videos)

  http://trianglefire.ilr.cornell.edu/story/introduction.html (from Cornell University - overview in historical context)

  (In school copy and paste all links into Chrome.)

- BIBLIOGRAPHY FORMAT (HOW TO CITE SOURCES):

  (PKMS HOME PG > STUDENT RESOURCES > PKMS LIBRARY >
   FIND your RESEARCH TIPS here > Bibliography info)

NOTE: USE CHROME FOR THE PORTAL. Copy and paste any links here into CHROME if you are in the school building.